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Problem: We have limited data! 

u  As we know deep CNNs have better accuracy with larger training 
data; ImageNet classification dataset is one of the largest. 

u  We don’t have such a large dataset for object detection, semantic 
segmentation and many other vision tasks. 

u  R-CNN tries to solve this by using ImageNet dataset for training (fine-
tuning) them for other tasks that have limited data. 

 

u  The amount of the task-specific data for fine-tuning is still limited and it 
matters. 



Why do we have limited data? 

u  Pixel-level mask annotations are time-consuming and expensive. 

 

u  Workload of labeling segmentation masks is 15 times heavier than 
that of spotting object locations. 

 

u  The crowdsourcing annotators need to be specially trained for the 
tedious and difficult task of labeling per-pixel masks. 

u  Hinders overall performance of CNNs! 



Solution: Bounding Box Annotations 

u  More economical than masks because of less workload. 

 

u  Large number of available box-level annotations in datasets already 
exist (e.g. PASCAL VOC 2007 and ImageNet). 

u  Save expensive labeling effort by using bounding box annotations. 



Overview: Training Approach 

Source: from the original paper. 



Old Approach for Network training 
of FCN; Objective function 

u  In the Fully Convolutional Network (FCN) method, the network 
predictions are regressed to the ground-truth masks using a large 
stride. 

u  p is pixel index. 

u  l(p) is ground-truth semantic label at a pixel. 

u  Xθ (p) is per-pixel labeling (produced by FCN with parameter theta). 

u  e(Xθ (p), l(p)) is per-pixel loss function. 



Segmentation Masks used as Supervision 

u  (e) BoxSup Method: 

u  Generate region proposals using Multiscale Combinatorial Grouping (MCG). 

u  Region proposal methods have high recall rates of a good candidate in the proposal. 

u  Region proposal methods generate candidates of greater variance. 

u  Update deep convolution networks; use semantic features learned to pick better 
candidates. 

u  Repeat. 

Source: from the original paper. 



Overlapping Objective Function 

u  Pick out a candidate mask that overlaps the box as much as possible. 

u  S is the candidate segment mask. 

u  B is ground-truth bounding box annotation. 

u  IoU(B,S) ∈ [0,1] is intersection-over-union ratio (computed from B and S). 

u  δ is 1 if lS = lB or 0 if the label is not the same. 

u  Normalize by N number of candidates. 

u  Minimizing Eo favors higher IoU. 



Regression Objective Function 

u  Revisit the original equation; objective function is the same as Eqn.(1) 
except that its regression target is the estimated candidate segment. 

 

u  lS is the estimated semantic label. 

u  Minimize an objective function that combines the two terms; 



Training Algorithm 

u  Improved accuracy by adopting a random sampling method to select the 
candidate segment for each GT bounding box from first k segments with largest costs 
(k = 5). 

u  Each segmentation mask will be used as the supervision for next epoch. 

u  Iterations are used to find local optimum. 

Source: from the original paper. 



Experiment’s Results: PASCAL VOC 2012 



Experiment’s Results: PASCAL VOC 2012 



Experiment’s Results: Why use MCG? 



Experiment’s Results: Comparison 



Experiment’s Results: Comparison SoA 



Experiment’s Results: PASCAL-CONTEXT 



Experiment’s Results: PASCAL-CONTEXT 



Conclusion 

u  Can effectively harness bounding box annotations to train deep 
networks for semantic segmentation. 

u  Economically more feasible with a graceful loss in accuracy in some 
cases. 



Thank you. 
Questions? 


